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The purpose of this important new book is to provide basic scientists working in
the field of glaucoma with a current understanding of the clinical aspects of
glaucoma. The authors comprehensively review the most current knowledge
available in the field and provide a basis in which researchers can effectively
study the glaucomas. The multidisciplinary book will be of great value as its
contents will aid the reader in prevention of blindness from glaucoma.
Complete evidence-based medical and surgical management of glaucoma for
both the general ophthalmologist in practice and residents The only book that
covers the new generation of glaucoma procedures including trabectome,
trabecular bypass and canaloplasty, by the experts who developed them Includes
the latest laser treatments for glaucoma including micro diode and titanium
saphire trabeculoplasty as well as laser from an external approach The most
comprehensive coverage of the optic nerve and the importance of nerve fiber
layer hemorrhage Provides an integrated approach to neovascular glaucoma
merging treatment to the retina, with the use of new anti-VEGF drugs, tubes, and
shunts to achieve the best outcome Integrates clinical science with basic science
to outline the next steps in glaucoma therapy
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Cataract surgery is one of the most frequently performed procedure in the United
States, and cataracts are a leading cause of visual impairment in the world.
Glaucoma is also a very common eye disease with an expected 3.3 million
Americans afflicted with primary open angle glaucoma by 2020. The coexistence
of these two diseases is not uncommon and management of a cataract can have
significant impact on the glaucoma status of a patient. Cataract surgery textbooks
may have one chapter dedicated to the management of cataract with coexistent
glaucoma. Likewise, a typical glaucoma surgical text dedicates one chapter to
the management of these two diseases concurrently. This book will focus on the
treatment of cataract in the setting of glaucoma, using an evidence-based
medicine approach. Managing cataracts to the best advantage of the glaucoma
should result in the best visual outcomes for patients. It should be a wonderful
resource for general ophthalmologists and residents as well as glaucoma fellows.
It is evident that in the last couple of years there has been a surge of interest in
research in the fi eld of glaucoma surgery. This includes research in the
improvement of conventional glaucoma surgery; trabeculectomy, and glaucoma
drainage devices, as well as research in more recently introduced surgical
methods and their emplacement in our range of surgical therapeutic options.
Modulation of wound healing, a factor of paramount importance, has also
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received its share of research interest. More recently, research has embarked on
identifying different surgical approaches and alternative surg.
A trusted textbook for undergraduate students for more than 100 years, which
also caters to the basic needs of postgraduate students and practitioners. The
book was first published in 1907, and on account of its clear and friendly
presentation style as well as its authoritative coverage of ocular disorders, it
quickly became a fundamental text for students. Since then the book has
maintained its popularity with students through regular revisions and updates.
The 19th edition of this book was especially adapted to the context of Indian
subcontinent with a special mention about the infections that occur predominantly
in this region. The 22nd edition continues this trend by presenting unparalleled
guidance on nearly every ophthalmic condition and procedure, including the
latest advances in the field, making the book more comprehensive and
contemporary. • Inclusion of Important Points to Remember at the end of the
book • Addition of new clinical photographs, flowcharts, and tables to facilitate
quick learning • Extensively revised and updated edition • Reader-friendly
version with information highlighted in points, flow charts and tables • Information
provided to help prepare for PG entrance and other competitive examinations
Glaucoma Clinical Care: The Essentials is a pragmatic, slimmer companion
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volume to the more academically focused text “The Glaucoma Book” by the
same editors. This new book is a thoroughly updated manual for the day-to-day
diagnosis and management of glaucoma patients by comprehensive
ophthalmologists and optometric physicians. Its 33 chapters are authored by
world renowned experts in clinical care and basic research, providing evidencedbased research, office examination skills, clinical pearls, and up-to-date reviews
of the scientific literature on glaucoma, as wel l as extensive graphics and tables
to accompany the text. Glaucoma Clinical Care: The Essentials is the one book
to have and consult when confronted with a problematic glaucoma patient sitting
in your exam chair as it is a thorough presentation of glaucoma medications,
laser, and incisional glaucoma surgeries, complete with commentaries on
advantages and disadvantages of the different therapies.
Successful interventional glaucoma remains a sought-after goal for the glaucoma
clinician for many reasons. Medical costs, compliance, and adherence remain
major barriers for the treatment of our patients. A truly definitive treatment for
glaucoma is most likely to be largely surgical, as it is doubtful that patients will
continue to use glaucoma drugs in the future for anything other than transient
lowering of intraocular pressure. In the coming era, it seems probable that
neuroprotection and neurorestoration will be combined with MIGS to lower
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pressure. The different types of MIGS are increasing in proportion to their
efficacy. To date, there are no fewer than 12 choices available to glaucoma
specialists. Choice of procedure depends on the underlying anatomy as well as
the patient’s individual characteristics. Truthfully, the number of available
surgeries depends upon their taxonomy. Most are based on the outflow system
and the canal, as illustrated in this book.
Some people suffer from chronic, debilitating disorders for which no conventional
treatment brings relief. Can marijuana ease their symptoms? Would it be
breaking the law to turn to marijuana as a medication? There are few sources of
objective, scientifically sound advice for people in this situation. Most books
about marijuana and medicine attempt to promote the views of advocates or
opponents. To fill the gap between these extremes, authors Alison Mack and
Janet Joy have extracted critical findings from a recent Institute of Medicine study
on this important issue, interpreting them for a general audience. Marijuana As
Medicine? provides patients--as well as the people who care for them--with a
foundation for making decisions about their own health care. This empowering
volume examines several key points, including: Whether marijuana can relieve a
variety of symptoms, including pain, muscle spasticity, nausea, and appetite loss.
The dangers of smoking marijuana, as well as the effects of its active chemical
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components on the immune system and on psychological health. The potential
use of marijuana-based medications on symptoms of AIDS, cancer, multiple
sclerosis, and several other specific disorders, in comparison with existing
treatments. Marijuana As Medicine? introduces readers to the active compounds
in marijuana. These include the principal ingredient in Marinol, a legal
medication. The authors also discuss the prospects for developing other drugs
derived from marijuana's active ingredients. In addition to providing an up-to-date
review of the science behind the medical marijuana debate, Mack and Joy also
answer common questions about the legal status of marijuana, explaining the
conflict between state and federal law regarding its medical use. Intended
primarily as an aid to patients and caregivers, this book objectively presents
critical information so that it can be used to make responsible health care
decisions. Marijuana As Medicine? will also be a valuable resource for
policymakers, health care providers, patient counselors, medical faculty and
students--in short, anyone who wants to learn more about this important issue.
This text provides expert instruction on the techniques currently employed for the
surgical treatment of glaucomatous disease, covering both the host of novel
microinvasive devices for treatment of milder stages and the refined strategies
that enhance success rates in patients with advanced disease. The critical steps
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in each procedure are clearly described with the aid of many high-quality
illustrations and surgical videos. Pearls and pitfalls of the various techniques are
highlighted, and helpful information is provided on indications, preoperative
considerations, potential intra- and postoperative complications, and strategies
for reducing the incidence of such adverse events. Each treatment method is
addressed in a dedicated stand-alone chapter, ensuring ease of reference for the
practitioner. Readers will find this book, written by internationally recognized
experts in the field, to be an exceptional source of up-to-date information on
advanced glaucoma surgical techniques.
This second volume continues with a focus on the state of the art in genetic eye
research in Asia and the Pacific. Though there has been an explosion of
information on genetic eye research in western countries, more than sixty percent
of the human genes involved in eye diseases in the Asian and Pacific population
remain unknown. However, new efforts and a new awareness have sparked
important discussions on the subject, and new plans are being implemented to
discover the genes responsible for many eye diseases in the population. The
book reviews the latest findings; its content ranges from genetic aspects of
human migration to DNA sequence analysis, genome-wide association analysis,
and disease phenotypes. The efforts of the Asian Eye Genetic Consortium
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(AEGC) are also discussed. The book’s editors have been instrumental in
developing strategies for discovering the new Asian genes involved in many eye
diseases. All chapters were written by leading researchers working on Asian eye
genetics from the fields of Human Genetics, Ophthalmology, Molecular Biology,
Biochemistry, Sensory Sciences, and Clinical Research. Advances in Vision
Research, Volume II will prove to be a major resource for all researchers,
clinicians, clinical researchers, and allied eye health professionals with an
interest in eye diseases among the Asian population.
Glaucoma affects all age groups and is a leading cause of blindness worldwide. It
is imperative that practicing clinicians and surgeons recognize both primary and
secondary glaucoma as well as cases of glaucoma associated with other
disorders. Atlas of Glaucoma, Third Edition provides an in-depth review and
analysis of the management of glaucoma an
Readable and highly illustrated, Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of
Disease, 10th Edition presents an in-depth, state-of-the-art overview of human
diseases and their cellular and molecular basis. This best-selling text delivers the
latest, most essential pathology knowledge in a readable, interesting manner,
ensuring optimal understanding of the latest basic science and clinical content.
More than 1,000 high-quality photographs and full-color illustrations highlight new
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information in molecular biology, disease classifications, new drugs and drug
therapies, and much more. This superb learning package also includes an
enhanced eBook with a full complement of ancillary content on Student Consult.
Provides uniquely authoritative and readable coverage, ideal for USMLE or
specialty board preparation, as well as for coursework. Covers the hot topics you
need to know about, including novel therapies for hepatitis C, classification of
lymphomas, unfolded protein response, non-apoptotic pathways of cell death,
coronavirus infections, liquid biopsy for cancer detection, regulation of iron
absorption, clonal hematopoiesis and atherosclerosis, thrombotic
microangiopathies, heparin-induced thrombocytopenias, inflammatory
myopathies, genetic tools for treatment of cystic fibrosis, and many more. Uses
an outstanding full-color, user-friendly design to simplify your study and quickly
direct you to the information you need to know, with learning features such as
boldface overviews at the beginning of each section, key concepts boxes,
suggested readings, schematic diagrams that illustrate complex concepts, and
new gross and microscopic figures for clarity of morphology. Brings you up to
date with the latest information in molecular and genetic testing, mechanisms of
disease, personalized medicine and its impact on treatment of human diseases,
the role of microbiome and metabolome in non-communicable diseases, and
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much more. Provides access to a wealth of interactive ancillaries online:
pathology case studies, videos, self-assessment questions, Targeted Therapy
boxes that discuss drug therapy for specific diseases, interactive cases, and
more. Evolve Instructor site with an image and test bank is available to
instructors through their Elsevier sales rep or via request at
https://evolve.elsevier.com.
Encyclopedic in scope, Reversibility of Chronic Degenerative Disease and
Hypersensitivity, Volume 2: The Effects of Environmental Pollutants on the Organ
System draws deeply from clinical histories of thousands of patients. It focuses
on clinical syndromes within the musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal, and respiratory
systems. The book explores mechanisms of chemical sensitivity and chronic
degenerative disease as well as the triggering agents of musculoskeletal,
gastrointestinal, and sino-respiratory diseases. It then discusses triggering
agents such as natural gas, pesticides, solvents, and micotoxins. The authors
include new data for indoor and outdoor air pollution that harms the chemically
sensitive and chronic degenerative diseased patient as well as new data for
breath analysis. They also describe the physiology of chemical sensitivity and
chronic degenerative diseases, their manifestations, diagnosis, and approaches
to reverse dysfunction. The second volume of a five-volume set, the book
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provides an essential resource for health care providers diagnosing and treating
chemical sensitivity and chronic degenerative disease.
The History of Glaucoma, the latest in the Hirschberg series of the history of
ophthalmology, covers the twists, turns, and paradigm-shifts in the glaucoma
concept over the past two millennia. Previously, scholars were not able to agree
on how the term glaucoma, which related in antiquity to the color of a diseased
eye, ended up describing an excavated optic neuropathy which has nothing to do
with color. The volume begins in the ancient world, and proceeds all the way to
the modern era of optical coherence tomography, minimally invasive surgery, and
anti-VEGF agents. Ophthalmic historians and glaucoma specialists from the
United States, Europe, Asia, and Latin America have contributed their
scholarship and recollections to this volume, which includes photographs from
private collections, information from unpublished documents, and new
translations from Latin, Arabic, French, German, and Spanish. The work of
masters such as Julius Hirschberg and Max Meyerhof is supplemented by the
latest scholarship, which has benefited from the explosion in digitally-accessible
historical documents. This new scholarship has upended many deeply rooted
beliefs about ophthalmology history. Most important, the volume relates the
personal stories of eye surgeons and patients, to bring the past to life. The
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History of Glaucoma is a must-have for anyone interested in medical history.
As the irreversible effects of glaucoma can lead to blindness, there is high demand for
early diagnosis and an ongoing need for practitioners to adopt new and evolving
medical and surgical treatment options to improve patient outcomes. Glaucoma,
Second Edition is the most comprehensive resource in the field delivering expert
guidance for the most timely and effective diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma –
aimed at specialists, fellows and general ophthalmologists. More than 300 contributors
from six continents provide a truly global perspective and explore new approaches in
this user friendly reference which has been updated with enhanced images, more
spotlights, new videos, and more. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader, conduct
rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for optimal readability. Get all the accuracy,
expertise, and dependability you could ask for from leading specialists across six
continents, for expert guidance and a fresh understanding of the subject. Develop a
thorough, clinically relevant understanding of all aspects of adult and pediatric
glaucoma and the latest diagnostic imaging techniques including ultrasound
biomicroscopy and optical coherence tomography. Broaden your surgical repertoire
with the latest surgical techniques - such as trabeculectomy, gonio-surgery, combined
surgeries, and implant procedures. Glean all essential, up-to-date, need-to-know
information about stem cell research, gene transfer, and implants. Find answers fast
thanks to a well-organized, user-friendly full-color layout. Stay at the forefront of your
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field with 10 brand new chapters on trending topics including: new surgical approaches
such as trabectome and canoplasty; glaucoma implications in cataract and ocular
surface disease; and, updates in the costs-effectiveness of medical management.
Avoid pitfalls and achieve the best outcomes thanks to more than 40 brand new
spotlight commentaries from key leaders providing added insight, tips and pearls of
wisdom across varying hot topics and advances in the field. Refine and improve your
surgical skills by watching over 50 video clips depicting the latest techniques and
procedures including: new trabeculectomy methods, needling, implants, valve
complications, and more. Prevent and plan for complications in advance by examining
over 1,600 illustrations, photos and graphics (1,250 in color) capturing essential
diagnostics techniques, imaging methods and surgical approaches. Grasp each
procedure and review key steps quickly with chapter summary boxes that provide at-aglance quick comprehension of the key take away points.
Authored by three prominent specialists in the field, this text provides comprehensive
coverage of diagnostic and treatment modalities for optimal glaucoma management.
Revised throughout, this new edition presents the latest guidance in clinical
examination, randomized trials, medical treatment, laser therapy, and surgical
procedures. Hundreds of illustrations-with many classic black and white figures from the
previous editions supplemented with new color images-depict the features of
glaucomas and step-by-step procedures for their management, while expanded use of
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highlighted boxes, lists, and summary tables make the material easy to access.
Evidence-based and updated information on all aspects of the glaucomas-including
physiology, genetics, interventional trials, and new surgical techniques-offer a wellrounded foundation of knowledge for making the most informed diagnoses and
choosing the most effective course of treatment. Combines the cumulative experience
of three prominent glaucoma specialists-addressing a full range of clinical needs for
practitioners of all levels-for a uniquely written coherent perspective. Includes extensive
references to current and historically important sources to provide comprehensive
interpretation of the latest medical literature. Synthesizes a classical approach to the
glaucomas-based on seven earlier editions spanning over 40 years-with the most up-todate evidence-based and epidemiologically-derived classifications and outcomes.
Coherently correlates with authoritative consensus documents on key areas of
glaucoma, drawn up by the world-wide specialists of the World Glaucoma Association,
and reprinted in the text. Revamps traditional teachings on the angle closure
glaucomas, in concert with the newest international literature and technologies, to keep
you up to date on the latest advances. Illustrates detailed surgical interventions
applicable to the complete spectrum of clinical settings-from the developing world
through contemporary operating rooms. Examines the newest and most promising
developments in pharmacology, laser and surgical advances for glaucoma
management, to enable you to choose the most effective patient approach. Illustrates
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invaluable but little-known instruments for clinical and research diagnoses, including
optic nerve cupping scales, bleb assessment instruments, and more.
Glaucoma is associated with a buildup of pressure within the eyes, which causes the
damage to the optic nerves. Vision gets worse over time resulting in gradual loss of
sight. Although glaucoma cannot be cured, it can be controlled with treatments.
Glaucoma accounts for 40% of blindness in Singapore. This book is written by Dr
Gerard Chuah, a leading eye surgeon in Asia and also the Medical Director of the Asian
Diabetic and Retinal Disease Center and his team of doctors. The book wonderfully
summarized the symptoms and treatments options of glaucoma.
Glaucoma: A Pancitopatia of the Retina and Beyond, Volume 257, the latest release in
the Progress in Brain Research series, highlights new advances in the field, with this
new volume presenting interesting chapters written by an international board of authors.
Chapters in this volume include the Genetics of glaucoma, Artificial intelligence and
deep learning in glaucoma detection and monitoring, The role of commensal microflorainduced T cells responses in glaucoma neurodegeneration, Retinal cell death in
experimental glaucoma, Experimental and clinical evidence on the neuroprotective
properties of Citicoline in glaucoma, Glaucoma neurodegeneration and myopia,
Neuronal regeneration with pluripotent stem cells in glaucoma, and more. Covers all
key aspects of current research on glaucoma Provides extensively referenced chapters,
giving readers a comprehensive list of resources on topics covered Includes
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comprehensive and in-depth background information written in a clear form that is
accessible to both specialists and non-specialists
"A Family Guide to Childhood Glaucoma and Cataracts" was developed as a tool to aid
families in navigating the many questions that arise from the diagnosis and treatment of
childhood glaucoma or cataract. Each chapter is presented in a question-and-answer
format, with images that make certain concepts and processes easier to understand. In
addition to basic information about glaucoma and cataracts, topics addressed include
doctor visits, medications, treatment options, eye surgery, contact lenses and glasses,
low vision, genetics and heredity, related conditions, such as amblyopia (lazy eye) and
strabismus, social, educational, and other nonmedical concerns, and definitions of
common terms used by medical professionals serving patients with glaucoma or
cataracts. The PGCFA is a support group for parents and families dedicated to issues
related to pediatric glaucoma and cataracts. This organization provides education and
support to families of children with these diseases around the world through its
membership meetings, website (http: //www.pgcfa.org), discussion forums, and
newsletter."
Authored by three prominent specialists in the field, this text provides comprehensive
coverage of diagnostic and treatment modalities for optimal glaucoma management.
Revised throughout, this new edition presents the latest guidance in clinical
examination, randomized trials, medical treatment, laser therapy, and surgical
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procedures. Hundreds of illustrations—with many classic black and white figures from
the previous editions supplemented with new color images—depict the features of
glaucomas and step-by-step procedures for their management, while expanded use of
highlighted boxes, lists, and summary tables make the material easy to access.
Evidence-based and updated information on all aspects of the glaucomas—including
physiology, genetics, interventional trials, and new surgical techniques—offer a wellrounded foundation of knowledge for making the most informed diagnoses and
choosing the most effective course of treatment. Combines the cumulative experience
of three prominent glaucoma specialists—addressing a full range of clinical needs for
practitioners of all levels—for a uniquely written coherent perspective. Includes extensive
references to current and historically important sources to provide comprehensive
interpretation of the latest medical literature. Synthesizes a classical approach to the
glaucomas—based on seven earlier editions spanning over 40 years—with the most upto-date evidence-based and epidemiologically-derived classifications and outcomes.
Coherently correlates with authoritative consensus documents on key areas of
glaucoma, drawn up by the world-wide specialists of the World Glaucoma Association,
and reprinted in the text. Revamps traditional teachings on the angle closure
glaucomas, in concert with the newest international literature and technologies, to keep
you up to date on the latest advances. Illustrates detailed surgical interventions
applicable to the complete spectrum of clinical settings—from the developing world
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through contemporary operating rooms. Examines the newest and most promising
developments in pharmacology, laser and surgical advances for glaucoma
management, to enable you to choose the most effective patient approach. Illustrates
invaluable but little-known instruments for clinical and research diagnoses, including
optic nerve cupping scales, bleb assessment instruments, and more.
The European Glaucoma Society was founded in the spring of 1978 at the initiative of
Drs Fran~ois, Leydhecker and Greve. Representatives of most European countries met
in Ghent and agreed to create a society that would promote the contacts and exchange
of knowledge between European glauco matologists. The European Glaucoma Society
serves to stimulate glaucoma research and diffuse specific knowledge to general
ophthalmologists. The European Glaucoma Society would like to cooperate closely with
similar glaucoma organizations in other continents. The first symposium of the EGS
was held in April 1980 in Brighton, England. No proceedings were published. The
second symposium took place in May 1984 in Hyvinkiiii, Finland. A great number of
participants enjoyed a well organized scientific programme of attractive quality. The
local organization was in the able hands of Raitta and her colleagues, Raivio and Lehto.
The scientific programme was coordinated in Amsterdam where a great amount of work
was done by Stella Ompi, secretary to the general secretary. The contents of the
meeting have been summarized in this book. This second symposium of the EGS,
which took place in an atmosphere of great enthusiasm and friendship, has shown
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great promise for the future of the European glaucoma.
Recent dramatic advances in diagnosis, as well as medical and surgical treatment,
mean that you can offer your glaucoma patients more timely and effective interventions.
This brand-new clinical reference delivers the comprehensive, expert guidance you
need to make optimal use of these new approaches.online, in print, and on video on
DVD! Get in-depth guidance on all aspects of adult and pediatric glaucoma with one
volume devoted to diagnosis and medical treatment, and another that focuses on
surgical techniques. Presents world-class expertise through advice from leading
specialists across six continents. Captures key diagnostic findings and operative
procedures with 1,200 high-quality images and photographs-1,000 in full color-that
highlight nuances of glaucoma presentation and treatment. Covers all aspects of adult
and pediatric glaucoma in Volume One, and the latest diagnostic imaging techniques
including ultrasound biomicroscopy and optical coherence tomography. Guides you
through the newest surgical techniques-such as trabeculectomy, gonio-surgery,
combined surgeries, and implant procedures-in Volume Two. Features an entire section
devoted to new horizons, including the latest in stem cell research, gene transfer, and
implants. Allows quick reference thanks to a well-organized, user-friendly full-color
layout. Provides access to the contents of the book online with downloadable images,
Gold Standard drug information, and more. Includes a DVD that features 25 diagnostic
and surgical techniques being performed in real time on video. Your purchase entitles
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you to access the web site until the next edition is published, or until the current edition
is no longer offered for sale by Elsevier, whichever occurs first. If the next edition is
published less than one year after your purchase, you will be entitled to online access
for one year from your date of purchase. Elsevier reserves the right to offer a suitable
replacement product (such as a downloadable or CD-ROM-based electronic version)
should online access to the web site be discontinued.
The GlaucomasVolume II - Open Angle Glaucoma and Angle Closure GlaucomaThe
GlaucomasVolume II - Open Angle Glaucoma and Angle Closure GlaucomaSpringer
Glaucoma is one of the main causes of blindness throughout the world. It is
characterized by death of the retinal ganglion cells, which is associated with loss of the
axons making up the optic nerve. Recent studies have demonstrated support for the
classification of glaucoma as a degenerative disease of the central nervous system
(CNS), leading researchers to look at identifying neuroprotection strategies for the
treatment of this disease, like those used for other degenerative diseases of the CNS.
This book will provide an in-depth examination of the most recent findings regarding
glaucoma, including risk factors, diagnosis, clinical monitoring, treatment, and above all,
the need for treatment based on the concept of neuroprotection. A large part of the
book is devoted to research related to this new approach to the treatment of glaucoma.
* Describes the most recent developments on neuroprotection of the optic nerve,
including experimental models now used and clinical protocols * Discusses new
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strategies for the prevention of neuronal injury in glaucoma patients * Focuses on
evidence-based risk factors, innovative diagnostic aspects and advanced
medical/surgical treatment of glaucoma
There is a revolution in new glaucoma surgical techniques. New glaucoma surgical
devices are taking precedence in glaucoma surgery, with the new surgeries drastically
cutting down on the chances for patient infection as well as higher success rates
compared to the older types of surgery. Surgical Innovations in Glaucoma is the only
book of its kind written by the top experts in the field, from inventors, clinical trial
investigators, and top specialists experienced with the new devices. Written for general
ophthalmologists who perform glaucoma surgery, the text walks the reader through the
what, where, when, and how of the new glaucoma surgical tools, and includes
supplementary online how-to videos for those interested in seeing the latest glaucoma
procedures performed with these devices.
This book brings together both a review and updates in clinical and research areas. The
chapters will be of interest to a wide audience. On one hand, the review and update of
clinical practices will interest students and residents, on the other, cutting edge
research chapters will be of interest to the researchers in the field. The book is divided
into four parts: 1) Review and Updates in Diagnostic Testing, 2) Updates in Anterior
Segment Diseases, 3) Updates in Posterior Segment Diseases, and 4) Updates in
Research in Ophthalmology, Optometry and Vision Science. The chapters are written
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by experts and individuals with special interests in topics with a focus on clinical
application and translational benefit to eye care.
This book summarizes current literature about research and clinical science in
glaucoma and it is a synopsis and translation of the research conducted by individuals
who are known in each of their respective areas. The book is divided into two broad
sections: basic science and clinical science. The basic science section examines
bench- and animal-modeling research in an attempt to understand the pathogenesis of
glaucoma. The clinical science section addresses various diagnostic issues and the
medical, laser and surgical techniques used in glaucoma management.
This second volume in a short series on the glaucomas is devoted to the two main
types of the disease, open angle glaucoma and angle closure glaucoma. The contents
are based on observations and experience gained during the management of more
than 40,000 hospital and 7,000 private patients, with follow-up of 10 to 50 years. The
book is comprehensive in scope. All aspects of diagnosis are carefully examined,
surgical indications and techniques are explained, and the role of medical treatment is
evaluated. Importantly, chapters are included on topics that are frequently overlooked in
other books but are important to early diagnosis, such as diurnal pressure curve, HRT,
and non-conventional perimetry. This volume provides a wealth of information and
includes almost 1000 illustrations, the majority in color, as well as an accompanying
DVD of surgical techniques. It will be an invaluable asset for all ophthalmologists.
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Foreword Volume 2 of our serial publication continues our desire to address glaucoma with a
combination of science and speculation. As science expands, the emphasis is on data,
interpretation, and dogma. We disagree; open minds open new approaches. Using
methodologies that are primarily molecular and genetic, we seek to refine the causes of
glaucoma as well as how it is best treated, especially incorporating thoughts and hypotheses
about new methods of treatment. Glaucoma is a complex disease, and genetics proves that a
variety of proteins are culpable at one level. At another level, however, there are likely final
common pathways and numerous feedback loops which have defied explanations to date. The
search for answers goes on in basic science researcher’s laboratories and clinical
ophthalmologist’s offices and operating rooms. We are all well-served by understanding that
glaucoma is a neurodegenerative disease. Current attempts to solve the disease have focused
on two strategic arenas: the trabecular meshwork function and its impact on intraocular
pressure as a major risk factor for the disease; and the optic nerve dysfunction leading to
visual loss. Genetic mutations have yielded puzzling clues to the cause, but without resolution.
For example, mutations in myocilin and optineurin genes are closely connected to the
phenotype, but how do they cause the disease? In the next two years, priority areas of
research are signaling pathway discoveries, biomarker panels, epigenetic factors, and
continued genomic studies to yield answers to the common final pathways of the disease. The
final pathways are complex and redundant, such that the overlap of bio-informatics will be
challenging. Current promising leads suggest the innate immune system holds important clues
to both trabecular meshwork and optic nerve pathophysiology. When the primary open-angle
glaucoma disease pathways are unraveled, drug discoveries and new treatment modalities will
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be available for better regulation of intraocular pressure and neuroprotection for the optic
nerve. This volume discusses the glaucoma pipeline from several perspectives as well as
future candidate classes. As always, the authors herein are urged to speculate on how the
cure of glaucomatous optic nerve damage will yield to new treatments. John R. Samples
Clinical Professor, Elson S. Floyd College of Medicine, Washington State University School of
Medicine www.glaucomaconcepts.com Paul A. Knepper Associate Professor of
Ophthalmology, Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University Medical School
Research Scientist, University of Illinois at Chicago
Glaucoma is an eye disease in which the optic nerve is damaged and can permanently
damage vision and lead to blindness if left untreated. This book is a complete guide to the
diagnosis and management of glaucoma. Divided into five sections, it begins with an
introduction to the disease, continuing step by step through its diagnosis, the different types of
glaucoma and treatment options. Authored by specialists renowned in their field based in India
and the USA, this manual contains 840 images and illustrations.
Glaucoma is one of the main causes of blindness throughout the world. It is characterized by
death of the retinal ganglion cells, which is associated with loss of the axons making up the
optic nerve. Recent studies have demonstrated support for the classification of glaucoma as a
degenerative disease of the central nervous system (CNS). The search for treatment
modalities that are effective for all patients with glaucoma has resulted in numerous studies
aimed at identifying neuroprotection strategies for the treatment of this disease, like those used
for other degenerative diseases of the CNS. The present book will provide an in-depth
examination of the most recent findings regarding glaucoma, including risk factors, diagnosis,
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clinical monitoring, treatment, and above all, the need for treatment based on the concept of
neuroprotection. A large part of the book is devoted to research related to this new approach to
the treatment of glaucoma. Aspects that will be analyzed include experimental models of
glaucoma, clinical protocols for the study of neuroprotective therapies, mechanisms underlying
glaucomatous damage to neurons of the retina and other “stations? in the visual pathways of
the CNS, and finally proposals for new strategies for preventing neuronal injury in glaucoma
patients. * Describes the most recent developments on neuroprotection of the optic nerve,
including experimental models now used and clinical protocols * Discusses new strategies for
the prevention of neuronal injury in glaucoma patients * Focuses on evidence-based risk
factors, innovative diagnostic aspects and advanced medical/surgical treatment of glaucoma
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